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This paper analyzes the SEC's proxy regulations and assesses their effects on corporate 
governance. The proxy rules began in 1935 as a minimal series of disclosure requirements and a 
prohibition against fraud. By 1956, they imposed extensive and wide-ranging disclosure require
ments on anyone wishing to communicate about voting issues and required that all such 
communications be cleared in advance - in essence, censored - by the SEC. I present evidence 
that since that time, the rules have significantly increased the costs of communication and 
coordinated action among shareholders. They have thus deterred shareholder initiatives and 
inhibited the development of a private market for information about voting issues. 

1. Introduction

Since 1935, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has regulated
proxy voting under the 1934 Securities Exchange Act. By promulgating a 
broad-ranging series of rules, the SEC has tried to ensure that investors are 
accurately informed about voting issues and that voting is fair, honest, and 
immune from manipulation by soliciting parties. The rules were thus in
tended to foster true corporate democracy. 

*This paper has benefited from the comments of Joseph Grundfest, Michael Jensen (the 
editor), and participants in the Law and Economics workshop at the University of Chicago and 
the conference on The Structure and Gocemance of Enterprise, sponsored by the Journal of 
Financial Economics and the Harvard Business School. Research was supported by 
Dimensional Fund Advisors and by the Corporate Voting Research Project. Nancy 
Jackson provided editing support on the manuscript. 
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As they evolved, however, the proxy rules created a series of deterrents to 
communication among shareholders and to voting initiatives against manage- 
ment. The rules began in 1935 as a simple list of mandatory disclosure 
requirements for soliciting parties, coupled with a prohibition against false 
statements. By 1956, they mandated that any market participant wishing to 
communicate with shareholders about a voting issue must register with the 
SEC, satisfy a host of disclosure requirements, and submit every proposed 
communication to the SEC staff for prior review. The original antifraud 
provision had also been changed, to deter communication of the contentious 
and sophisticated information that had previously been central to proxy 
contests and to promote overprovision of nonanalytic, factual background 
material. In addition, the rules came to restrict significantly the ways that 
proxies could be solicited, in effect outlawing certain voting practices that 
had once been widely used by dissident investors. 

Since the last major expansion of the rules in 19.56, this regulatory 
framework has imposed heavy costs and procedural deterrents on anyone 
wishing to monitor management and induce corporate change. Shareholders 
and other private-market intermediaries thus have had less to gain from 
monitoring. In short, the rules have exacerbated the collective choice prob- 
lem by pushing shareholders into greater isolation and reducing the incentive 
for communication and coordinated action. 

A historical review will suggest why the proxy rules evolved so as to 
frustrate their original objectives. The regulations developed in a period 
when there was vast suspicion of corporate managements, large investors, 
and the operation of financial markets. In addition, the early 1900s had seen 
an unprecedented increase in the number of individuals participating in 
public equity markets, and an attendant increase in the potential for fraud. 
These factors, combined with the.crash of 1929, galvanized the development 
of proxy regulations intended to protect unsophisticated investors from 
manipulation by either management or active dissidents and to directly 
constrain the power and latitude of soliciting parties. The result was a 
framework that imposed increasing costs and procedural restrictions on proxy 
market participants. 

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a brief analytic discus- 
sion of the voting process and the potential role of regulation. Section 3 
describes the SEC’s aims in promulgating the proxy rules, drawing on 
historical evidence to document the broad political forces driving reform. 
Sections 4 through 7 trace the history and development of the rules. Section 
8 presents an analysis of the costs imposed by the modern proxy rules and 
provides broad historical evidence on their cumulative effects on the gover- 
nance process. Section 9 discusses the changing political economy of the 
proxy rules in the modern era and describes the SEC’s recently-announced 
proposals to reform some aspects of the rules. 
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2. Tradeoffs in regulating the voting process 

Voting is the fundamental mechanism through which shareholders exercise 
control over the corporation. Through voting, shareholders choose directors; 
set and alter the terms of the corporate charter; and ratify the disposition of 
corporate assets in such transactions as mergers, sales, liquidations, and 
breakups. These rights are supposed to give shareholders. as owners of the 
ultimate stream of residual profits, the power to ensure that management 
acts in their best interest.’ 

For voting to be effective, shareholders must have the incentive to become 
informed and vote so as to maximize value. For well over 100 years, however, 
it has been recognized that shareholders often do not become informed. In 
an 1859 editorial, for example, the New York Times opined: ‘If the mass of 
stockholders would make a point of attending meetings, inspecting books, 
inquiring into transactions, and voting at elections, a salutary check would be 
imposed, and a much-needed reform effected.” 

Shareholder apathy has long been recognized to stem from a collective 
choice failure. As individuals, shareholders perceive little ability to influence 
the actions of others and that their own votes are relatively unimportant. As 
a consequence, the rational individual shareholder is caught in a prisoner’s 
dilemma. If he acts and other shareholders do not, an inefficient outcome 
arises despite his efforts. If the majority acts, the individual is better off 
free-riding on their collective action and expending no resources of his own. 
In the resulting equilibrium, all shareholders would together be better off if 
they became informed and monitored management, but as individuals, they 
will choose to remain uninformed.’ 

Historically, writers have ascribed the collective choice problem, and 
shareholders’ resulting passivity, to the dispersion of share ownership dis- 
cussed by Berle and Means (1933X’ But there is a more fundamental cause. 
At core, the collective choice problem can be traced to the costs associated 
with information dissemination, communication, and coordinated action. 
These costs are directly affected by ownership dispersion, but are also 
influenced by other factors, including institutional structure, technology, and 

‘For a provocative analysis of the structure of voting rights and its relationship to residual 
claims, see Fama and Jensen (1983). They argue that corporate control migrates to residual 
claimants. In normal times this is stockholders: in troubled times it becomes debt-holders. A 
similar argument is made in Easterbrook and Fischel (1983). 

‘The New York Times (1859). 

‘For an elegant discussion of the problem, see Clark (1986, pp. 390400). 

4James Ayer made the same argument nearly seventy years earlier. He said in part [Ayer 
(1863, p. 3)]: ‘The present stockholders, instead of having, as the original owners did, a personal 
and intimate acquaintance, rarely know each other at all. They are scattered all over New 
England, and even other States. They have bought their shares as an investment, with the 
delusive hope that somebody else is interested in it who can and will take care of it.’ 
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regulations. If technology makes it possible for many investors to communi- 
cate and organize costlessly, the collective choice problem disappears no 
matter how diffuse share ownership is, because any management misconduct 
creates an incentive for individual shareholders to act. Similarly, shifts in 
technology, institutions, and regulations over time will have a significant 
effect on the collective choice problem. 

The collective choice problem can potentially be mitigated by en- 
trepreneurs, who can earn profits by lowering the costs that dispersed 
shareholders must bear to exercise informed, coordinated voting power. One 
approach is simply to lower the cost of information, by creating a private 
information market for voting issues. In such a market, entrepreneurs cen- 
tralize the fixed costs associated with information collection, and then resell 
their analysis widely at low cost. A less passive solution is implicit or explicit 
contracts that give specific individuals the power to engage in informed 
oversight on behalf of dispersed shareholders. For example, in a voting trust, 
shareholders enter into an explicit contract that delegates their voting deci- 
sion to a specified individual or institution, which then absorbs the costs and 
realizes benefits from informed oversight. The least passive cures are formal 
corporate control initiatives. In a proxy contest, for example, a single large 
shareholder invests resources in informing other shareholders about the 
shortcomings in corporate strategy, in hopes of realizing benefits from his 
own alternative plan. Similarly, the opportunity to launch a takeover creates 
a deterrent to management inefficiency, because it gives an outsider a chance 
to profit by buying the corporation and improving performance. 

Government intervention can also create heightened incentives for im- 
proved oversight, by lowering the costs associated with communication and 
coordination. An obvious (if implausible) approach would be for the govern- 
ment to subsidize activities in the private information market in order to 
encourage more and cheaper information production. Alternatively, the 
government can impose rules that lower the costs associated with specific 
types of shareholder initiatives. For example, the SEC’s Rule 14A-8, the 
so-called shareholder proposal rule, gives shareholders virtually free access to 
the managerial proxy for a restricted class of nonbinding, advisory proposals 
on corporate governance and corporate policy.’ Concurrently, however, gov- 
ernment regulations carry the threat of heightened costs. Any regulation that 
mandates certain kinds of information provision creates a high probability of 
a lawsuit, or makes it difficult to act informally and to transmit information 
will be a disincentive for shareholder initiatives. 

Thus, any change in regulations or market technology that lowers the costs 
of information provision and coordination will mitigate the collective choice 

%x LOSS (1988, pp. 468-477) for a full description of the shareholder proposal rule. It is also 
treated later in this paper. 
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problem. Conversely, any barrier that raises the costs to investors of commu- 
nicating and acting in concert must worsen the problem, because it lowers 
the incentive for any individual shareholder to transmit information to others 
or to undertake initiatives to improve corporate policy.‘j 

3. The guilding themes of reform 

The early twentieth century saw rising demand for reform of the structure 
of corporate law and regulation of financial markets. The SEC’s efforts to 
regulate proxy voting reflected the broad reform ethic that had grown up in 
the preceding 50 years and was galvanized into policy by the 1929 crash and 
the Great Depression. Three themes were particularly influential in that 
movement: suspicion of management, concern about disclosure, and distrust 
of financial markets. 

3.1. Suspicion of management and the corporate democracy movement 

Since the mid-1800s public commentators and scholars had drawn atten- 
tion to the power of corporate managers and directors. Suspicion of that 
power was spurred by a wave of corporate consolidations - the development 
of the trusts. In 1880, the New York Times noted that railroad consolidations 
‘go on without any interposition of public authority and little regard to any 
claim of the public to be consulted or considered. Each one of them adds 
strength to that corporate power whose malign influence on the national and 
State legislatures was not long ago declared by a prominent United States 
Senator to be a ‘well-grounded cause of alarm’.” 

Twenty-one years later a Times editorial speculated that if the powerful 
U.S. Steel Company ‘set out to make the Senate a committee of their board’, 
they would probably succeed. Given that potential threat to the democratic 
process, the Times concluded: ‘An eight hundred million dollar corporation is 
so big, continental, and pervading that, like an administration, a dynasty, or a 
system of jurisprudence, it must justify itself to the people.‘* 

By the 1930s suspicion of bigness had become a central theme of Ameri- 
can political life, and of scholarship in law and economics. The separation of 
ownership and control was already a well-established theme when it was 
articulated by Berle and Means (1933). The corporation, they noted, 

Is a means whereby the wealth of innumerable individuals has been 
concentrated into huge aggregates and whereby control over this wealth 

kero costs might still leave problems if shareholders‘ preferences and expectations diverged: 
these would be public-choice type problems with coalition formation. 

‘The New York Times (1880). 

“The New York Times (1901a). 
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has been surrendered to a unified direction. The power attendant upon 
such concentration has brought forth princes of industry, whose posi- 
tion in the community is yet to be defined. The surrender of control 
over their wealth by investors has effectively broken the old property 
relationships and has raised the problem of defining these relationships 
anew. The direction of industry by persons other than those who have 
ventured their wealth has raised the question of the motive force back 
of such direction and the effective distribution of the returns from 
business enterprise.’ 

Concern with corporate bigness translated into a movement to enact laws 
that limited managerial power. The underlying goal was to make corporations 
democratic rather than feudal or oligarchic. Two approaches were pursued 
by reformers seeking greater accountability. One was to make the corpora- 
tion accountable to the state and thus to society at large. Berle and Means 
ultimately advocated a pervasive system of government controls that would 
harness corporate power to broad social objectives - in essence, a system 
that bordered on direct state ownership of the means of production. An 
alternative approach was simply to make the corporation accountable to 
shareholders through the development of specific legal mechanisms that 
would give outside, nonmanagement groups more direct power in corporate 
affairs. In Main Street and Wall Street (19261, for example, Ripley proposed: 

The institution of some permanent agency, which shall be more imme- 
diately representative of the shareholder’s right, title, and interest than 
the existing machinery; and which shall promise a fair chance of 
awakening sufficient interest among the electorate to induce at least an 
intelligent minority to take part. For it will be the participation of such 
an intelligent minority which, as in the field of politics, makes democ- 
racy tolerable.” 

Many observers thus advocated a fundamental revamping of the corporate 
governance system. Whether accountability was aimed at shareholders or the 
state, the reformist vision was based on laws and process. In essence, it 
entailed a system of governance that resembled the system of accountability 
in the public sector. 

3.2. The disclosure movement 

A second broad theme of the reform movement was the need to protect 
investors against inaccurate disclosure about corporate operations. It was 
widely believed that corporate disclosures were insufficient to permit in- 

9Berle and Means (1933. p. 1). 

“Ripley (1926, pp. 131-133). 
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formed monitoring of management and were often misleading. In addition, 
concern about inadequate disclosure was linked with concern about the 
increased dispersion of share ownership. Around the turn of the century a 
flood of new investors was drawn into the market. Many new shareholders 
were believed to be relatively naive investors, more likely to be misled by 
management’s prognostications. Thus critics called for not only increased 
disclosure, but also investor education and ultimately protection of the most 
naive investors. 

Concern about corporate disclosures was widely expressed by the late 
1800s. On December 9, 1885, the New York Times reported that dissatisfied 
stockholders had been questioning management of the Broadway and Sev- 
enth-Avenue Railroad Company. ‘Their curiosity seems reasonable’, noted 
the Times. ‘They have an inkling that their company has issued $500,000 of 
bonds of its own and guaranteed $1,125,000 for the Broadway surface road, 
but they do not know by what authority or for what purpose.‘” 

In 1901, the Financial Chronicle commended U.S. Steel for issuing ‘the 
fullest and frankest earnings statement ever submitted outside of an annual 
report by a great industrial concern’.‘* A more skeptical Times observed: ‘But 
surely it cannot be said that the United States Steel Corporation has given 
the public all the information that is required for the protection of investors 
until it adopts a policy of issuing a statement showing the condition of the 
earning corporations from which the money to pay dividends on its own 
shares is derived.‘13 

By the 1920s backed by a broad consensus, well-recognized scholars and 
market practitioners were campaigning for greater disclosure and protection 
of investors. The Magazine of Wall Street, a leading financial journal with an 
activist bent, exhorted investors to read financial statements carefully and 
demand accurate information.14 

William Z. Ripley, a Harvard economist, became a crusader for better 
corporate reporting. In Main Street and Wall Street (19261, he made a vivid 
case for increased corporate disclosure and the establishment of independent 
outside mechanisms - preferably regulatory - to police it. Since, as he ar- 
gued, ‘incorporation is a privilege’, shareholders, the general public, and the 
state ‘are entitled to adequate information’. In Ripley’s view: ‘What stock- 
holders ought to bring about, the right speedily too, either on private 
initiative or by induced legislation, is the introduction of shareholders’ 
independent audit or general check-up committees.“’ 

“The New York Times (1885). 

‘*As reported in the New York Times (1901b). 

13The New York Times (1901b). 

“See, for example, Aldrich (1926) and Collingwood (1926). 

“Ripley (1936, p. 215). 
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3.3. Distnlst of financial markets 

A third theme that underlay the development of the proxy rules was a 
broad-based distrust of financial markets. Fully liquid equity markets, in 
which values fluctuated with economic conditions and repayment of stated 
principal was not even nominally guaranteed, emerged only in the late 1800s. 
Another novelty was the first generation of takeover entrepreneurs, who 
made fortunes by purchasing large blocks of stock, often at well below par 
value, in troubled corporations for the purpose of changing policy or manage- 
ment. Neither phenomenon was well accepted by the public. 

In 1868, the New York Times sounded themes that would become com- 
monplace in the following half-century: 

[Recent revelations] bring to light the rottenness which underlies great 
speculative movements on the stock exchange. They demonstrate the 
manner in which truth, fair dealing, and all characteristics of a credible 
business relationship are trampled on Wall Street. They prove what 
manner of men they are who take the lead in colossal transactions, who 
command unlimited banking facilities, who force prices up or down at 
will. who damage or improve public credit and inflict distress upon the 
multitudes.‘6 

A decade later the paper reported a common belief that ordinary investors 
were ‘at the mercy of gamblers who think only of themselves’.” Well into the 
next century, William 0. Douglas (1940), the second chairman of the SEC, 
echoed the same distrust of financial markets. To financiers, he wrote: 

Business becomes pieces of paper - mere congIomerations of stocks, 
bonds, notes, and debentures. Transportation, manufacture, distribu- 
tion, investment become not vital processes in economic society, but 
channels of money that can be diverted and appropriated by those in 
contro1.. . For such reasons one of the chief characteristics of high 
finance has been its inhumanity, its disregard of social and human 
values.18 

Given the widespread public distrust of financial markets, true reform of 
corporate control appeared to require eradiction of the market. In its place, 
reformers advocated the establishment of a legalistic, democratic corporate 
governance structure. More extreme reformers advocated a system of public 

“The Sew York Times (1868). 

“The I\2w York Times (1877). 

‘xDouglas (1940. p. 9). 
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regulation. To Berle and Means (1933) it seemed ‘almost essential if the 
corporate system is to survive - that the ‘control’ of the great corporations 
should develop into a purely neutral technocracy, balancing a variety of 
claims by various groups in the community and assigning to each a portion of 
the income stream on the basis of public policy rather than private cupidity’.” 

3.4. The resulting regulatory cision 

These three forces - distrust of management, distrust of raiders and fi- 
nancial markets, and concern for the protection of individual inves- 
tors - combined to create a powerful regulatory vision. Reformers argued 
that through proxy regulation, the government could ensure that all investors 
would be able to exercise their franchise effectively, and that this, in turn, 
would check the power of both managements and large outside investors. 
The reform vision was essentially populist, aimed at empowering the small 
investor and thereby constraining those perceived to have excess power and 
privilege. I term the vision investor protection2’ 

That vision mandated two types of regulatory intervention. The first, and 
most important, was disclosure rules ensuring that investors were provided 
with full, unbiased, and accurate information about voting issues.” The 
second was reform of the voting process, to ensure that all shareholders were 
permitted to participate in all voting decisions. This meant making the voting 
mechanism predictable and deliberate. Such a mechanism should, for exam- 
ple, protect the right of each shareholder to cast his vote: provide enough 
time for that vote to be cast in an informed manner; provide an arena for 
shareholder proposals and grievances; and limit the ability of management or 
other soliciting parties to use proxy votes for purposes not initially envisioned 
by the voting shareholder. 

The reform vision defined a strong and intuitively appealing ideal for 
shareholder enfranchisement and an equally strong series of policy prescrip- 
tions for the voting process. At the same time, however, it militated against 
cost-minimization in the voting arena - the approach that market forces 
foster to alleviate the collective choice problem. A policy of full and unbiased 
disclosure by all voting market protagonists must inevitably raise the costs 
borne by individual shareholders wishing to undertake initiatives and may 
concurrently impair the operation of the private information market. Simi- 
larly, the imposition of a rigid structure on the voting process must inevitably 

“Berle and Means (1933, p. 3%). 

“Ripley (1926) gives perhaps the best, most thorough pre-SEC enunciation of the reformist 
vision. 

“For a thorough and lucid description of the SEC’s policy goals by a proponent, see Loss 
(1988, pp. l-35.449-454). 
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preclude alternative oversight mechanisms based on formal or informal 

contracting, which would themselves increase voting efficiency. Both of the 
cornerstones of the reformist agenda, therefore, tended to stifle the workings 
of the market. 

In addition, the reformist, investor-protection paradigm has tended to 
provoke deep suspicion among regulators of the cost-minimizing, incentive- 
based solutions fostered by the market mechanism. Such solutions typically 
do not strengthen the ‘public election’ model of corporate governance or 
directly protect the access of small investors to the proxy system. Rather, they 
circumvent that model in order to impose other, more efficient oversight 
mechanisms. Cost-minimizing, market-driven solutions might, for example, 
depend on one large shareholder to exert pressure on management. To 
proponents of investor protection, this smacks of undue influence and sub- 
version of equal representation. Market solutions might dictate that some 
less sophisticated investors be bypassed in the oversight process, because the 
cost of informing them is too high. In the reform model, this is disenfran- 
chisement. Market soiutions might depend on side payments to create 
incentives for oversight; reformers would view such payments as tantamount 
to vote selling or even extortion. Market solutions might mandate speed and 
secrecy, as in takeover bids. The investor protection vision favors order, 
predictability, and sunlight; speed and secrecy smack of backroom deals and 
corruption. 

Throughout the development of the proxy rules, this tension is evident. 

3.5. The regulatory vision: An illustration 

A starting point for the SEC’s regulation, and a vivid perspective on the 
conflict between the market-based and reformist approaches to proxy voting, 
can be found in the Senate hearings on the 1934 Securities Exchange Act 
devoted to proxy voting. The focal point of the hearings, held by the Senate 
Banking Committee, was a special meeting of stockholders held by one New 
York Stock Exchange-listed corporation - American Commercial Alcohol 
Corp. - in July 1933. 22 This meeting was called to ratify an increase in 
authorized common stock and a resolution endorsing management actions 
over the previous twelve months. The Senate inquiry focused on perceived 
abuses in both the procedures and the disclosures associated with this 
meeting. 

Three concerns were paramount in the Senate committee. First, the 
members questioned the practice of securing from shareholders a blanket 
ratification of recent management decisions, which they saw as insulating the 
corporation’s directors from accountability. The counsel to the committee, 

“See U.S. Senate (1933, pp. 6210-6225). 
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Mr. Pecora, asked the chairman of American Commercial Alcohol why he 
and the board felt it necessary 

. . . to have your stockholders give their blanket approval to all those 
acts and transactions undertaken in behalf of the corporation by its 
officers and directors?‘3 

Second, the committee questioned the adequacy of the disclosure accompa- 
nying the request. Mr. Pecora asked: 

Q: Now, in the notice that was sent to stockholders,. . . I notice that 
there is no statement or information conveyed to the stockholders as to 
what those acts were that were to be ratified at this special meeting of 
stockholders.23 

Q: Well, why, when you sought approval subsequently by the stockhold- 
ers of the company of those acts and transactions, didn’t you give the 
stockholders full knowledge of what those acts and transactions were, 
so that they might give their approval in an intelligent manner, with full 
knowledge of the facts?” 

Third, the committee expressed astonishment that no individual stockholders 
were present at the American Commercial Alcohol meeting. The questioning 
went as follows: , 

Q (Mr. Pecora): There were no stockholders present in person? 

A (Mr. Brown): No, sir. 

Q: Who is Mr. McKinney W. Edgerton, who presided at this meeting? 

A: I imagine they are employees of the Trust Co in Baltimore, in whose 
office the meeting was held. 

Q: Who were Dorothy M. Gaston and Joseph T. Van Pelt? 

A: They are also employees, I should think. 

“U.S. Senate (1933, p. 6215). 

“U.S. Senate (1933, p. 6215). 

‘5U.S. Senate (1933, p. 6215). 
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Q: So that virtually the organization at this stockholders meeting - that 
is, the officers of the meeting - were dummies consisting of the 
Trust Co in Baltimore, MD?‘6 

These three issues - the request for blanket ratification, the lack of disclo- 
sure, and the lack of shareholder attendance - highlight the intellectual 
suspicions raised by the investor-protection agenda and the potential conflicts 
between that agenda and a cost-minimizing approach to corporate voting. 
Under a cost-minimizing approach, each of the three practices can be viewed 
as an efficient solution to the problem of conducting business meetings while 
conserving corporate resources. The request for a blanket ratification of 
directors’ actions was a common cost-minimizing procedure, probably de- 
signed to limit liability at a time when state corporate liability laws and the 
business judgment rule were not fully developed.*’ The concern about 
adequate disclosure in the company’s proxy materials ignored the presence of 
a market for private information. Detailed information on American Com- 
mercial Alcohol was available in a variety of private sources, including 
Moody’s Manual of Incestments and Poor’s Cumulatice Daily Index of Copo- 
rate News. These sources provided, among other things, detailed financial 
information: a history of salient actions by the corporation; a description of 
products, markets, and strategy; and information on corporate management 
and officers. *s Repeating this information in the voting solicitation would 
have amounted to inefficient duplication. Finally, the committee’s concern 
about meeting without shareholders in attendance betrays a suspicion of the 
entire purpose of the proxy voting mechanism, which is to minimize the costs 
to shareholders and the corporation of the annual meeting process. 

The American Alcohol hearings thus provide an important signpost mark- 
ing the direction of future efforts to regulate proxy voting. They show how, at 
the very beginning of the era of SEC regulation, the reformist approach 
caused policymakers to view with suspicion devices that circumvent ‘due 
process’ to minimize costs. Although not all such devices are necessarily 
efficient, the conflict - as reflected in the Pecora Committee’s suspicion of 
the entire notion of voting by proxy - inevitably worked against desirable 
market practices. . 

‘6U.S. Senate (1933, p. 6210). 

“Research by the author on a random sample of 35 routine annual proxies from the 1920s 
indicates that virtually all meetings included such a ratification request. 

‘*Moody’s (1933, pp. 284-285), Poor’s (1932a, p. 17), Poor’s (1932b, p. 13), Poor’s (1933a, 
p. 26), Poor’s (1933b, p. 24). 
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4. The 1930s: Toehold and expansion 

4.1. First rules: 1935 

The first set of proxy regulations, called the LA Rules, was issued by the 
SEC in 1935 under Section 14 of the 1934 Securities Exchange Act. These 
relatively simple rules were ‘designed to assure that the security holders 
whose proxy or consent is solicited will be afforded adequate information as 
to the action proposed to be taken, and as to the source of the solicitation 
and the interest of the solicitor’.29 To this end, any party soliciting proxies 
had to disclose: 

(1) the name and ownership position of the party or parties on whose 
behalf the solicitation was undertaken, 

(2) the matters to be voted on and the intended vote of the soliciting party 
on each matter, 

(3) whether the solicitation was undertaken by a party especially engaged to 
solicit for compensation and, if so, the name of the party.30 

The 1935 rules also specified that proxy materials could not contain 
statements that were ‘false and misleading with respect to any material fact 
. . . at the time and in the light of the circumstances under which they were 
made’.31 The rules applied only to ‘the communication of any request or 
application to a security holder for a proxy, consent, or authorization’ made 
through the mails or other instrumentalities of interstate commerce.32 

Although these rules imposed both absolute informational requirements 
and procedural requirements on soliciting parties, they left most aspects of 
the voting market undisturbed. They did not limit the private provision of 
information about voting issues, or prevent soliciting parties from making 
whatever arguments they wished, as long as no formal voting request was 
included in the same communication. 

The business press paid virtually no attention to these initial rules, suggest- 
ing they had minimal impact on participants in the voting market. In contrast, 
every subsequent set of proxy rules provoked opposition from some quarter. 

29SEC (1935, p. 1). 

%EC (1935, pp. l-2). 

“SEC (1935, p. 1). 

32SEC (1935, p. 1). 
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4.2. The beginning of the staff review process: 1935-1938 

Immediately after the first proxy rules were promulgated, the SEC staff 
began to monitor compliance by reviewing disclosures made in conjunction 
with proxy solicitations. Consistent with the investor-protection paradigm, the 
staff review from the outset went beyond policing the letter of the minimal 
1935 disclosure requirements and pursued a broader, more activist agenda. 
In reviewing submissions, the staff sought to ensure that voters were given a 
clear, complete picture of voting issues. During the 1937 proxy season, for 
example, one company had urged its shareholders to support the dissolution 
of the corporation. The staff found that the solicitation ‘failed to comply with 
the proxy rules in that it gave no information from which an owner of 
common stock could deduce that upon dissolution of the company there 
would probably be no funds available for distribution to the holders of 
common stock’. Moreover, while the president had truthfully declared that 
he owned six and one-half times as many shares of the company’s common 
stock as of its preferred, he had ‘neglected to state that there were almost 
eight times as many shares of common stock outstanding as there were 
preferred, so that in fact he had a proportionately larger interest in the 
preferred stock than he had in the common’.33 

By revealing evidence that could be interpreted to suggest that the current 
disclosure rules were inadequate, the SEC staff created demand for ‘further 
regulation. In addition, the nature of the review process immediately began 
to create an incentive for corporations to submit materials to the SEC staff 
before their circulation, because there was no letter-of-the-law way to deter- 
mine whether disclosure would be judged adequate. An informal censorship 
process developed, in which SEC staff could request myriad small corrections 
of tone and substance in proxy materials. Corporations felt it wiser to make 
such corrections than to risk the displeasure of the staff. As the SEC noted in 
1939: 

On innumerable occasions, the staff considered drafts of soliciting 
material and had conferences with persons proposing to solicit proxies, 
consents, or authorizations, or with counsel for such persons. In cases 
in which definitive soliciting literature was materiaIly deficient (in 
failing to respond to the express requirements of Regulation X-14, or to 
respond adequately, or in containing false or misleading statements>, 
supplemental corrective material was, at the suggestion of the Commis- 
sion, sent to security holders.34 

33SEC (1938a, pp. 69-70). 

“SEC (1939, p. 61). 
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1.3. The 1938 rule recisions 

In 1935 the SEC issued its first revisions of the proxy regulations, based on 
the staffs experience in reviewing several thousand proxies in the previous 
three years. The revisions significantly increased the disclosure burden, and 
introduced direct limitations on voting rules and voting behavior. 

The cornerstone of the new regulations was the new proxy statement, 
which issuers were required to distribute to shareholders with, or before, the 
proxy cards. The proxy statement, called Schedule 14A, listed 14 specific 
areas of disclosure, most of which were new. For example, it had to indicate 
clearly whether, and how, shareholders could revoke proxies, and whether 
dissenting stockholders were given any specific rights under the solicitation.” 
In elections of directors, voters had to be given each candidate’s name, 
address, stockholdings, interest in any acquisition made by the issuer, whether 
the candidate was affiliated with the issuer’s underwriter, and the connection 
between the nominee and the corporation (i.e., business dealings, consultan- 
ties etc ) 36 The proxy statement had to disclose the compensation paid to . . 
any’director candidate, if that director candidate was also one of the three 
highest-paid corporate officers. The statement had to give background infor- 
mation about the purposes and consequences of certain types of corporate 
policies and policy changes, includin g management compensation plans, 
charter amendments, new stock issues, modification of any class of securities, 
mergers, acquisition or disposition of properties, reports and minutes, and all 
other matters brought before the meetin g. Detailed disclosure requirements 
were specified for each of these policies, including, for example, explicit 
analysis of the financial effects of any proposed change in capital structure.” 
Even the point size of type used in the proxy statement was regulated.38 

Reinterpreting the concept of false and misleading statements, the revised 
rules now forbade any statement that was ‘false and misleading with respect 
to any material fact, or omits to state any material fact necessary in order to 
make the statements therein not false and misleading’.” This change clearly 
reflected the staffs belief that issuers had engaged in selective disclosure, 
providing voters with half-truths that disguised the true intent of the solicita- 
tion. Henceforth, unless soliciting parties erred on the side of completeness 
in their proxy materials, they could virtually always be charged after the fact 
with omission of some fact or observation that was allegedly necessary for 
informed voting. 

%C (1938b, p. 4). 

36SEC (1938b. pp. 9-11). 

37SEC (1938b. p. 12). 

%5C (1938b. p. 1). 

“SEC (1938b, p. 5). emphasis added. 
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The new rules also prohibited companies from asking shareholders to 
provide a general, blank-check authorization for action without giving them a 
chance to indicate their wishes on each specific issue, a practice the SEC 
viewed as tantamount to coercion or disenfranchisement.40 In fact, to that 
time, blank-check solicitations had been used in a variety of strategies for 
bargaining with management. For example, under cumulative voting rules, it 
is usually not efficient for shareholders to vote for individual directors on an 
ex ante basis, because the optimal voting pattern depends on the number of 
votes successfully solicited. A blank-check solicitation can help the soliciting 
party cumulate his votes in the most strategically effective manner. 

Although significantly more restrictive, the 1938 rules still applied only to 
direct, formal communications requesting a proxy vote.“’ A vigorous market 
for proxy information could still operate, through communications that did 
not explicitly request proxies. 

The revisions provoked a backlash from the business community and the 
business press, which reflected the costs the rules imposed. ‘More and more 
question has arisen over the whole philosophy of proxy solicitation’, noted 
Business Week. ‘Some companies which have no worries over securing the 
requisite majority have come to the conclusion that there is nothing to 
require them to solicit any proxies. Others wonder if it wouldn’t be possible 
to secure the necessary vote by soliciting only a certain group of stockholders. 
Still others have considered the practicability of getting the proxies without 
using the mails, other instrumentalities of interstate commerce, or the 
facilities of registered stock exchanges (the SEC says its rules must be 
observed if any of these three means are utilized).‘42 

5. The 1940s: Expansion 

5.1. The 1940 amendments 

In 1940, planning further revision of the proxy rules, the SEC took the 
unprecedented step of seeking public comment on its proposed changes. The 
reaction induced the agency to scale back its plans, observing that questions 
of feasibility had been raised. 43 The most important change ultimately 
adopted was a requirement that a preliminary proxy statement be filed with 
the SEC ten days before the proposed date of issuance. During the ten-day 
waiting period, the SEC staff would thoroughly review the proxy statement, 

%EC (1938b, p. 4). 

“SEC (1938b, p. 7). 

“Business Week (1938, pp. 43-44). 

‘3SEC (1940. p. 1). 
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suggest changes, and review the revised statement? This change meant that 
henceforth, instead of reviewing existing proxy communications, the SEC 
would act as a referee, making suggestions on draft materials. This change 
would increase the ability of the agency’s staff to demand changes not 
explicitly required by the letter of the law. 

The 1940 revision also began to expand the definition of solicitation. Rule 
X-14A-9(b) was amended to put all management and dissident campaign 
materials in the regulated category, even if the particular mailing of those 
materials did not include a proxy card. ‘j This meant that all materials 
circulated during a solicitation campaign would have to be registered. 

Relatively minor changes were also made in specific disclosure require- 
ments. Issuers now had to state the remuneration paid to officers and 
directors as a group; the number of shares beneficially owned by each 
director candidate (previously record holdings had been required as well). 
and whether any proposal had been made to elect auditors or a committee to 
select auditors.16 Finally, if management knew that a minority shareholder 
group would present issues for a vote at the shareholders’ meeting, it could 
not solicit proxies without mentioning this initiative, describing the issues. 
and offering the shareholder ‘an opportunity to specify the action which he 
desires to be taken pursuant to the proxy on such matter’.” 

5.2. 1942 

A series of significant changes adopted in 1942 reflected the strongly 
expansionist mindset of the SEC under chairman Ganson Purcell.4g The 
revisions significantly expanded the disclosure obligation, changed the 
process by which shareholders could make proposals, and broadened the 
definition of solicitation once again, augmenting the SEC staffs registration- 
and-review powers. Noting that it was disturbing to find ‘management feath- 
ering its nest at the expense of its stockholders, as well as that of our 
Government’, Purcell told the National Association of Securities Commis- 
sioners that the SEC believed it was ‘possible through the exercise of our 
authority to enable stockholders themselves to control the actions of manage- 
ment . . . ‘.49 

A first step was to require corporations to give stockholders more informa- 
tion in the proxy statement. Ten and one-half single-spaced pages were 

“4SEC (1940, p. 2). 

‘%EC (1940, p. 4). 

?SEC (1940, pp. 2-3). 

“SEC (1940, p. 3). 
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required to list the 18 areas of required disclosure.” Individual areas were 
themselves detailed and lengthy. For example, under Item X-14AS-h, the 
proxy statement had to ‘describe briefly any interest, direct or indirect, of 
each person who has acted as a director of the issuer during the past year, 
and each person nominated for election as a director and any associates of 
any director or nominee in any transaction during the past year or in any 
proposed transaction to which the issuer or any subsidiary was or is to be a 
party’.51 In addition, the new rules required that proxy statements be accom- 
panied or preceded by regular annual reports to stockholders5’ so that 
shareholders’ votes could reflect the most recent available information on the 
company’s operating and financial status. 

The second major change of 1942 was an effort to improve shareholders’ 
access to the proxy process. A new Rule X-14A-7 required that (provided 
reasonable notice was given) ‘stockholders making proposals for actions 
which are opposed by management must be given not more than 100 words in 
the proxy in which to state their position’.53 Perhaps the most controversial 
element of the SEC’s proxy regulations, this new rule represented the 
essence of the reform paradigm. It constituted a radical attempt to enable 
dispersed shareholders to make their voices heard in corporate affairs, and 
hence reduce the power of management to set the corporate agenda. 

The 1942 revisions also expanded the definition of solicitation to include 
communications that did not make use of the mails or interstate commerce.54 
Any request for a proxy was now considered a solicitation and subject to the 
SEC’s filing-and-review requirements, so the soliciting party had to provide at 
the outset all the information required by a proxy statement. This change 
made it more difficult for soliciting parties to convey sophisticated informa- 
tion, or engage in unrestricted advocacy, by using communication devices that 
were not subject to the staffs review. 

Apparently realizing that the new revisions were likely to provoke opposi- 
tion from frequent users of the proxy system, the SEC emphasized that it had 
rejected a series of more far-reaching recommendations by its staff. For 
example, the agency noted that it had declined to adopt a requirement that 
outside stockholders be allowed to use the management proxy to make their 
own director nominations.” Even so, a variety of groups representing busi- 
ness interests and leading corporations began a campaign of active opposi- 
tion. The Commerce and Industry Association of New York asked the agency 

‘“SEC (1942, pp. 6-16) 
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to hold a public hearing before adopting the proposed amendments.56 In 
Congress, Representative Martin J. Kennedy of New York complained that 
the new rules would place an unreasonable reporting burden on corpora- 
tions. He also argued that ‘the amendments exceed the basis of the Commis- 
sion’s power’.s’ The Commerce and Industry Association conducted an 
intense lobbying campaign, which included the introduction of congressional 
legislation to roll back the SEC’s power in the proxy arena and a well-pub- 
licized protest luncheon for reporters and congressmen.‘* The politics of 
wartime, however, defused the protest. As Business Week reported on 
January 30, 1943: ‘Seeing their names in print started all the companies 
thinking about the contracts they have under renegotiation and the govern- 
ment advances they have on their books. By the zero hour, representatives 
were steering the conversation away from proxies and trying to look as 
though they had just stopped in for a sociable drink. . ..[This] raises the 
question of how companies are going to get a modification of the rules if they 
aren’t willing to fight.“’ 

Opposition continued after the new rules took effect. In May 1943 Clarence 
Dimmock, Jr., a prominent proxy lawyer, provided a detailed analysis of the 
rules’ effects in the Commercial and Financial Chronicle. The use of legalistic 
jargon and the laundry lists of facts mandated by the regulations made proxy 
statements virtually unreadable, he argued, and the new shareholder pro- 
posal rule had clearly opened the door to cranks. Arguing for a wholesale 
simplification of the rules, Dimmock also echoed a widespread concern that 
the Commission’s authority under Section 14 was dangerously broad. In 
effect, he held, the Commission could ‘make whatever laws on the subject 
that it desires, and a fine of up to $10,000 and imprisonment of up to two 
years may be imposed for ‘willful’ violation of any such Commission-made 
laws’.60 

5.3. 1947 and 1948 

The final proxy rule revisions of the 1940s came in two small packages, one 
adopted in November 1947 and the other in December 1948. These revisions 
significantly restricted voting procedures and expanded the power of staff 
review in proxy contests. 

The revised rules required that follow-up material (communications after 
the initial proxy statement> be filed with the Commission at least five days 

5hCommercial and Financial Chronicle (1942b, p. 1100). 

57Commercial and Financial Chronicle (1942c, p. 1262). 

58Business Week (1942, pp. 95-98). 
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before transmission to securityholders; this requirement was explicitly ex- 
tended to any written material used in the course of personal solicitation.6’ 
‘In the heat of a close contest’, Commissioner Harry MacDonald noted in 
justifying the new rules, ‘those soliciting proxies frequently go beyond the 
limits of excusable partisan comment into the realm of misstatement. The 
advantages derived from the Commission’s review of the original material are 
lost in the flood of misleading unreviewed follow-up material.‘62 

The rules for soliciting proxies and voting were also modified, in a manner 
that reflected the conflict between the SEC’s agenda and the operation of the 
voting market. Intended to correct a deficiency in due process, the changes 
hindered soliciting parties - particularly dissidents - from adopting certain 
strategies in corporate control contests. One revision specified that proxies 
given to a soliciting party could not be indefinitely valid, but must apply to 
one meeting only.(j3 Another new r-u le required that proxies given to a 
soliciting party must actually be voted.@ In the past, both management and 
dissident groups had frequently exercised their power not to vote - indeed, 
not to attend meetings at all - when one side knew it could not win, but 
commanded enough votes to deny the other side a quorum. Under the new 
rules, if shareholders instructed a soliciting party to cast a specific vote, he 
was legally bound to enter the meeting. An important strategic weapon, 
which had been particularly useful in countersolicitations, had been taken 
away. 

Relatively trivial new disclosure requirements were also promulgated in 
1947 and 1948. Corporations were now required to disclose in the annual 
proxy materials their compensation of the top three officers.6’ (The previous 
rules had called for such disclosure only if those officers were also director 
candidates.) Any solicitations emanating from management had to include, in 
bold type, a warning to that effect.@j 

The revisions also included changes in Rule X-14A-7, the shareholder 
proposal rule promulgated in 1942, that favored management. Shareholders 
planning to make proposals in the management proxy were now required to 
submit the proposals and supporting statements to the corporation further in 
advance, so that management would have enough time to review and respond 
to them.67 In addition, management was now bound to include such state- 
ments in its proxy only if the proposal related to matters that ‘are proper 

%EC (1947, p. 1). 
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subjects of action by security holders’. Occasionally, the Commission ac- 
knowledged: ‘Security holders have abused this privilege by using the rule to 
achieve personal ends which are not necessarily in the common interests of 
the issuer’s security holders generaIly.‘68 

5.4. The agency’s goals at the end of the decade 

Speaking in 1947, SEC commissioner Harry MacDonald provided a vivid 
perspective on the SEC’s reform agenda and on the expansionist goals of the 
regulators. He noted that the original proxy rules ‘were little more than a 
prohibition against falsehood. Experience with this type of rule showed that 
it was inadequate. Directors were voted on without disclosure of their 
names,. . Important corporate action was proposed on the basis of sketchy 
information or none at a11.‘69 He indicated..&at subse,quent changes had been 
designed to impose a direct burden of affirmative disclosure, but further 
reform was needed. The practice of using ‘oversized boxes, coIored type, 
arrows, and explanatory material’ on the proxy ballot seemed ‘highly objec- 
tionable’. In addition, the Commission would ‘give consideration to such 
matters as the solicitation of proxies for stock held in street name, problems 
arising in proxy contests, duties of issuers to send out opposition material 
pursuant to Rule X-14A-6, what constitutes new material as opposed to 
follow-up material, the meaning of ‘interest in any matter to be acted upon’ 
as used in Item 4(b), what constitutes an arrangement or understanding for 
the election of any person as a director under Item 5(h), and what constitute 
‘related matters’ not requiring separate boxes on the proxy form, and other 
items of less general interest’.” 

6. The 1950s: Transformation and consolidation 

6.1. 1952 

In 1952, the SEC revised the proxy rules to clarify the disclosure require- 
ments, somewhat decreasing the reporting burden. For example, the new 
rules streamlined the reporting requirements for management compensation 
and allowed companies to combine salaries, fees, commissions, bonuses, and 
shares in profits in a single aggregate figure.” The 1952 revisions also 
narrowed the range of proposals that could be made under Rule X-14A-7, by 
allowing management to exclude from its proxy any ‘stockholder proposals 

‘?EC (1948, p. 2). 
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submitted primarily for the purpose of promoting general economic, political, 
racial, religious, social, or similar causes’.” These revisions reflect a less 
activist SEC stance than that of the previous decade. Yet the agency 
persisted in its fundamental democratic view of the voting process. The 1952 
amendments prohibited ‘solicitation of any undated or postdated proxy or 
any proxy which provides that it shall be deemed to be dated as of any date 
subsequent to the date on which it is signed by the security holder’.73 
Evidently the SEC staff had realized that undated proxies could be used on 
multiple occasions, thus thwarting the 1948 revision prohibiting the use of a 
proxy at more than one meeting. 

6.2. 1954 

In 1954 the SEC further clarified the bounds of the shareholder proposal 
rule and the requirements for disclosures made in proxy statements. As a 
whole, the changes eased the reporting burden for management and provided 
more latitude to omit shareholder proposals.” 

The clarifications of Rule X-14A-7 continued the trend toward limiting 
nuisance proposals. Under the new rules, the judgment whether stockholder 
proposals were proper subjects of action for securityholders (and hence had 
to be included in management’s proxy) was to be based on the corporate law 
in the issuer’s state of incorporation. In addition, shareholder proposals now 
had to be submitted 60 (not 30) days before the corresponding date on which 
proxy material was released by the corporation in the previous year. Finally, 
the Commission tightened the test used to determine whether a stockholder 
proposal could be re-submitted in any given proxy season.” 

New disclosure requirements in 1954 called for descriptions of all direc- 
tors, including those who were not currently candidates for election because 
of staggered terms, and more precise information on the compensation of 
officers and retirement benefits. Other requirements were relaxed: director 
indebtedness to the corporation no longer had to be disclosed unless total 
indebtedness exceeded 1% of the issuer’s assets, and the previously man- 
dated disclosure of certain information on transactions with insiders was 
eliminated.“j 

“SEC (1952, p. 1). 
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6.3. 19% 

In 1956 the SEC fundamentally transformed its proxy rules. By extending 
its registration and review requirements to all communications in the proxy 
arena, the agency assumed a blanket power of prior restraint on communica- 
tions about voting issues. It also adopted new, qualitative disclosure rules 
that directly deterred vigorous, controversial campaigns against incumbent 
management. 

The 1956 revisions were the result of a building public and political 
controversy over proxy contests for control of large, visible corporations. 
Since the late 1940s proxy contests had been an increasingly vivid part of the 
corporate landscape; by 1954, when Robert Young sought control of the New 
York Central Railroad, they were front-page national news. Young’s success- 
ful campaign had electrified the country. After the incumbent management 
denied his request to be made chairman, Young put together a team of more 
than 100 advisers and launched a multi-million-dollar, coast-to-coast cam- 
paign that involved radio and television interviews, speeches, and full-page 
advertisements in the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and other 
major publications. The drama of the campaign - one Young newspaper ad 
was entitled ‘Little White Lies’, in a reference to incumbent CEO William 
White - drew extensive media coverage. In the following year the general 
public, and Congress, followed the equally well-publicized saga of Louis 
Wolfson’s quest for Montgomery Ward.” 

The increasing visibility of proxy contests, and the increasing contentious- 
ness of the campaigns, were sources of concern among policymakers and the 
public. Debate focused on the overall economic effects of contests and the 
possible need for further regulation. Management groups advocated regula- 
tions that would protect shareholders from the financial scheming of raiders. 
The American Institute of Management denounced ‘adventurers who do not 
hesitate to promise the impossible to stockholders distressed at the turn of 
events and bewildered as to what to do. They seek out situations of partial 
failure, not because they are imbued with a desire to institute reforms which 
objective analysis shows to be needed, but because only circumstances of 
distress can stampede the uninitiated stockholder into surrendering himself 
into their hands . . . Their purpose is self-enrichment and the enlargement of 
personal power.“” By 1955 both the Senate and the SEC had held hearings 
on proxy contests.‘” 

“Drawn from a contemporary accounr in Karr (1956, pp. 9-40 and pp. 143-168). 
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One broad focus of the hearings was the failure of dissidents to disclose 
their ownership and affiliations. In many major proxy contests of the 195Os, 
the dissidents’ campaigns for votes were supplemented by efforts to purchase 
additional voting shares through the contest period. The outcome of the New 
York Central contest, for example, hinged in part on an arrangement 
whereby two Robert Young allies purchased 800,000 shares that they voted in 
his favor while being protected from any risk of 10~s.~” In essence, the proxy 
contest had become a cross between a pure democratic election campaign 
and a modern, hostile takeover. Such secret efforts to purchase votes while 
overtly campaigning to win the support of other shareholders struck policy- 
makers and much of the public as a violation of fair process. Reformers 
pressed for regulations that would force dissidents to disclose all their share 
purchases and their associations with others who owned shares and sup- 
ported their cause. 

A second major concern of policy-makers was the quality and tone of 
information circulated during proxy campaigns. Many observers argued that 
information was marked by excessive rhetoric, exaggerated claims, inflated 
promises, confusing and misleading statistics, and ad hominem personal 
attacks. These concerns led to calls for stiffer disclosure regulations and 
stiffer policing of proxy materials. According to a contemporary account, 
among the abuses troubling the SEC were: 

l the practice of making vote-seeking statements in press conferences 
or radio-TV forums, thus evading the requirement for prior filing with 
the SEC; 

l distorting business or financial facts to create inferences unwarranted 
by the facts; 

l expressing opinions as fact; 
l allegations of association with criminals, or Communists; 
l projections of future earnings, or dividends based on mere 

conjecture.8’ 

Management groups supported the call for greater regulation, probably 
having come to recognize that restraints on the transmission of information 
in proxy contests would on average work to their advantage. Heightened 
regulations would deter what the American Management Institute described 
as ‘adventurers who, seizing upon discontent, strive for control over the 
assets and lives of thousands.. . [and] seek to promote discord at companies 
where discord offers them a profit.. . ‘.82 

“Km (1956, pp. 21-22). 
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As a consequence of these forces, a comprehensive series of proxy rule 
amendments was adopted by the SEC in 1956, representing the most signifi- 
cant single change in the structure of the rules since their beginnings in 193.5. 
Henceforth, registration and SEC review would be required for all communi- 
cations that might influence shareholders’ voting decisions, whether they 
were made by a soliciting party, an individual or organization acting on 
behalf of a soliciting party, or an independent organization. The new rules 
also required extensive disclosure by dissidents of their ownership, associa- 
tions, and intent in proxy contests. Finally, the proxy rules’ antifraud provi- 
sions were modified to apply specifically to the types of information that most 
aroused SEC suspicions: projections, complex analysis, and contentious ex- 
changes between proxy rivalsg3 

The most important component of the new regulations was a change in the 
definition of pro,xy solicitation. Previously, solicitation had been defined to 
involve a formal request for a proxy. Under the new definition, solicitation 
consisted of any ‘communication to security-holders under circumstances 
reasonably calculated to result in the procurement, withholding, or revoca- 
tion of a proxy’.” At one stroke, this change dramatically expanded the 
power of the SEC to require registration and review of proxy communica- 
tions. In particular, the new definition allowed the agency to assert control 

communications between a soliciting 
preceded a formal voting campaign: 
statements made by third parties allied 
opinions and analyses of voting issues 

party and shareholders that 

with protagonists; 
rendered by parties with no 

formal affiliation with any party. nor any interest in the outcome of a 
proxy vote, such as investment analysts and other market intermedi- 
aries; 
impromptu communications made through television, speeches, and 
radio. The SEC was particularly concerned that communications 
through these media were being used to circumvent the filing rule. To 
the extent that such communications relied on preprepared material, 
it was now necessary to file copies with the Commission not later than 
the date of use.85 

The second major component of the 1956 amendments was the require- 
ment of extensive disclosure about the identity, intentions, and associations 

s3The revisions are described in SEC (1956, pp. I-3). 
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of dissidents attempting to elect a competing slate of directors. Under the 
new rule X-14A-11, every person connected with a dissident campaign had to 
file a Schedule 14B at least five days before attempting any communica- 
tion - even informal word-of-mouth discussions - with securityholders about 
a potential proxy campaign. Eighteen formal areas of disclosure were in- 
cluded in the Schedule 14B of 1956. For example, Item 2(b)(2) required 
participants to ‘describe all material occupations, positions, offices or employ- 
ments during the past ten years, giving starting and ending dates of each and 
the name, principal business and address of any business corporation or 
other business organization in which each such occupation, position, office, 
or employment was carried on’.g6 ’ 

The third broad component of the new proxy rules applied to information 
that was complex, sophisticated, or forward-looking, or questioned the com- 
petence of other soliciting parties. In an attempt to ensure that investors 
were not misled by heated exchanges in proxy contests, the SEC added a 
series of clarifying notes :o Rule X-14A-9, which prohibited false and 
misleading statements. As examples of statements that mighr be misleading 
in certain circumstances, the clarifying note mentioned: 

(a) predictions as to specific future market values, earnings, or divi- 
dends: 

(b) material which directly or indirectly impugns character, integrity or 
personal reputation, or directly or indirectly makes charges con- 
cerning improper, illegal, or immoral conduct or associations, with- 
out factual foundation; 

(c) failure to so identify a proxy statement, form of proxy or other 
soliciting material as to clearly distinguish it from the soliciting 
material of any other person or persons soliciting for the same 
meeting or subject matter; 

(d) claims made prior to a meeting regarding the results of a solicita- 
ti0n.s’ 

The new rules also imposed specific new filing requirements on company 
annual reports and the use of previously published material. Any portions of 
an annual report that could be construed to contain advocacy on proxy issues 
now had to be filed as if they were proxy material.x8 And if parties to a proxy 
dispute wished to distribute newspaper articles or analyst reports to voters, 
they would now have to file those materials, stating whether any remunera- 
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tion had been paid to the publishing party for preparation of the materials, 
or to secure permission to recirculate them.” 

These new disclosure rules made it much more difficult to disseminate 
hard-hitting, detailed, and predictive information in proxy campaigns. Their 
impact probably fell most heavily on dissidents, for it is precisely such 
information that is most valuable in attempts to unseat an incumbent 
management. As in politics, there appears to be a proincumbent bias in proxy 
voting that is overcome only through determined dissident exhortations. 

The new rules raised the specter of government censorship. Several court 
cases tested whether the restrictions imposed an unconstitutional prior 
restraint on communications, and found that such prior restraint was consis- 
tent with the 1934 Securities Exchange Act. In this period, commerical 
speech did not enjoy the same protection as public, political speech. As SEC 
Chairman Armstrong observed, the Second Circuit Court had supported the 
SEC’s general approach to regulating proxy communications, holding that 
‘Congress has clearly entrusted to the Commission the duty of protecting the 
investing public against misleading statements made in the course of a 
struggle for corporate control’.” 

7. 1960-1990: Reinforcing the status quo 

The most significant post-I956 change in the rules came in 1964, when a 
series of amendments to the 1934 Securities Exchange Act extended the 
proxy rules to companies traded over-the-counter.” Other than this expan- 
sion of coverage, the key elements of the rules remain essentially as they 
were at the end of 1956. 

This is not to say that there has been no further regulatory activity in the 
proxy arena; in fact, quite the opposite is the case. Since 1960, the increasing 
complexity of the rules has spurred a continual series of reviews and minor 
revisions. Proxy reform has become a continuing administrative process, in 
which feedback from the staff and market participants often prompts clarifi- 
cations and small changes in the letter of the disclosure laws or the adminis- 
trative process surrounding proxy review.” 

The most significant focus of attention since 1960 has been what is now 
called Rule 14A-8, the shareholder proposal rule. This rule has been used by 
several generations of proxy activists to promote reform agendas including 
workplace democracy, South African divestment, and corporate governance. 

“SEC (1956, p. 1). 

“SEC (1956, p. 2). 

“SEC (1964, pp. 60-61). 

“Because the changes have been so incremental, I summarize them very briefly in this 
section. I will provide a more detailed presentation on request. 
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There has ensued a stream of revisions in the rule, in such areas as 
admissible length, admissible topics, and prior notification. In the early 1980s 
the rule became so controversial that the SEC asked market participants to 
comment on whether its broad structure should be preserved. It was.93 

Disclosure requirements have also been subject to incremental revision. 
For example, in 1978, the SEC mandated that shareholders be given more 
information about the structure and functions of the board, including the 
existence of committees, the circumstances and reasons for resignations of 
directors. director attendance, and terms of settlements of proxy contests.94 
Perhaps the most important disclosure change, from the perspective of its 
effects on dissident initiatives, occurred in 1980, when the SEC revised the 
rules governing the use of projections and forecasts. The new rules mandated 
that in contests aimed at partial or full liquidation of the target firm, 
projections of distribution value were permissible only when made ‘in good 
faith and on a reasonable basis’.95 Moreover, any use of expert opinions of 
corporate value (e.g., those of analysts) had to be accompanied by disclosure 
of any ‘material limitations and qualifications of opinion and methodology1.96 
These changes continued the tradition of making it harder for dissidents to 
present active, forward-looking analyses. 

During the past thirty years the SEC has undertaken periodic reviews of 
the proxy rules, spurred by pressure from users of the system. In 1976, for 
example. the Commission announced it would review the rules governing 
shareholder communication, and consider whether changes were necessary to 
allow shareholders to participate effectively in corporate governance. The 
problem of corporate accountability had been highlighted, the SEC observed, 
by recent disclosures of ‘questionable and illegal corporate practices, accom- 
plished in certain instances with the knowledge and participation of top 
corporate management’.“’ Similarly, in 1982, the SEC announced the begin- 
ning of a major review of the proxy rules, to examine managements’ relation- 
ships with their corporations, merger proxy statements, proxy contest rules, 
and improving communication with beneficial owners.9y These reviews have 
to date resulted in incremental changes in the disclosure and administrative 
rules governing proxy solicitations, but no major changes in the structure of 
the regulations. 

93See, for example. SEC (1967, pp. 40-41; 1972, p. 14; 1977, P. 37; 1982, P. 24). 

?EC (1979, p. 21). 

‘%EC (1980, pp. 23-24). 

“%EC (1980, pp. 23-24). 

“SEC (1977, pp. 35-38). 

‘%EC (1983, p. 9). 
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8. The cumulative effects of the regulations 

Elements of the SEC’s regulatory structure could in principle have in- 
creased the efficiency of shareholder oversight. For example, the 1935 rules, 
with their limited disclosure requirements and strict prohibition against 
fraud, could guard against shareholders’ being misled and help ensure 
efficient voting outcomes. Similarly. rules requiring that all shareholders 
receive information about voting issues, and that they be allowed to make 
some types of proposals in the management proxy. might ensure fuller 
participation and reduce management’s power to set the corporate agenda. 
Against these benefits, however, must be weighed the costs created by the 
SEC’s sweeping regulatory structure. The regulations in place since 1956 
have imposed direct financial costs on soliciting parties, and erected procedu- 
ral barriers that make certain types of shareholder initiatives a practical 
impossibility. 

Because the structure of the proxy rules evolved over a period stretching 
from 193.5 to 1956, no simple empirical test can document their cumulative 
effects. Instead, in this section, I offer some clues to their broad effects 
gleaned from the history of proxy activity before, during, and after the rules’ 
development period. ” This evidence documents two significant changes in 
the character of proxy activity. First, between 1935 and 1950, low-cost, 
informal proxy initiatives aimed at securing incremental changes in corporate 
policy virtually disappeared. This implies higher costs and hence deterrence 
of initiatives with relatively low expected benefits. Second, the evidence 
suggests that after 1956, the rules sharply restricted information transmission. 
Affected were information provision by proxy contest protagonists and also 
voting analysis and advice given by outside parties such as investment 
analysts. This suggests that the rules have significantly restricted the opera- 
tion of the private market for information about voting issues. 

I begin this section with a discussion of the potential liabilities market 
participants face for failure to observe the proxy rules and some anecdotal 
evidence on the costs of compliance. I then assess the effects of the rules on 
informal shareholder activity and on the operation of the private market for 
information about voting issues. 

8.1. Penalties and costs 

The post-1956 proxy rules have applied to anyone wishing to communicate 
about voting issues in a manner that could be reasonably calculated to 
influence voting decisions. Such individuals must first file a proxy statement 

9’Black (1990) offers a complementary approach, analyzing in detail the incentive effects of 
the rules. 
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(Schedule 14A) with the SEC, that discloses detailed information about the 
group, its participants, and its goals. Each individual wishing to speak directly 
to shareholders must in addition file a Schedule 14B, which requires exten- 
sive historical disclosure about employment, involvement in proxy activity, 
and other personal issues. In addition, every formal communication dis- 
tributed to shareholders or used as a script for oral presentations must be 
filed and cleared with the SEC’s staff. For example, overhead slides used in a 
presentation to institutional investors or analysts must be so cleared.ioO 

Full compliance with the staff review process - which involves making 
suggested changes and resubmitting material for rereview - results in a 
so-called no-action letter, which states that the staff has reviewed the 
material in question and has not found it to contain facts or analysis that 
clearly violate the proxy rules. Common wisdom in the legal community is 
that no-action letters provide some insurance against future litigation. In 
addition, they provide a reputational bond during the proxy solicitation itself, 
particularly for dissidents whose character and credentials may be questioned 
by the other side. However, no-action letters do not foreclose the possibility 
of private action against the filer, either during or after the election in 
question. Rather, the letters are specifically formulated to state that the SEC 
has found no obvious violations, but this finding does not necessarily mean 
the material in question is in fact free from misstatements or misrepresenta- 
tions that constitute violations of the proxy rules’ prohibition on false and 
misleading statements.“’ 

Action may be brought against individuals for violation of the proxy rules 
by either the SEC or private plaintiffs. A series of penalties may be imposed 
as a consequence of such action, including both damages and injunctive 
relief. Under established case precedent, damage claims brought under Rule 
14A-9, the antifraud provision, do not require proof of intent by the defen- 
dant. Rather, such claims may be found to have merit even if the basis for 
violation is negligence. The courts have relatively wide discretion in granting 
relief under Rule 14A-9. Injunctive relief - intervention to mandate a delay 
in the shareholders’ meeting - is rare, although protagonists in proxy con- 
tests often request it. Monetary damages can be awarded if the plaintiff can 
demonstrate a direct link between inadequate disclosure and monetary 
losses. A more common form of relief granted by the courts is to invalidate 
the results of the shareholder vote, require a new vote, and thereby allow 
accurate resolicitation of shareholders. This is an expensive proposition for 
all parties, including the plaintiff. More extreme penalties are also possible in 
theory. For example, if the alleged violation occurs in conjunction with 
trading, penalties can be sought under the Insider Trading Sanctions Act of 

lWFor a current summary of the contemporary rules, see Loss (1988, pp. 449-454). 

“‘See Loss (1988, pp. 459-460). 
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1984. The SEC may use proxy rule violations as the basis for delisting 
proceedings. The agency in theory can ask the Attorney General to prosecute 
willful violations.lo2 

The SEC and proxy protagonists may use the rules to impose informal 
reputational costs on parties. For example, during a contest, a private party 
may ask the SEC to investigate a soliciting party’s proxy materials for 
misleading statements. This may raise reputational questions that cannot be 
answered in the short time between the request and the ultimate shareholder 
vote. Similarly, the SEC may announce during a proxy contest that certain 
communications are deficient, even if it has no ultimate intent to pursue 
formal legal remedies. It is this type of SEC communication that market 
participants seek to insure against by obtaining a no-action letter.‘03 

The SEC may also use delay and informal regulatory retribution to 
provoke compliant behavior. Under the rules, the SEC nominally is limited to 
ten days for its prereview of proxy materials. But most participants are 
sufficiently concerned about obtainin g a no-action letter that they will not 
begin communication until the review is completed, no matter how long it 
takes. The author has observed several instances in which the SEC has taken 
exception to certain statements in ‘fight letters’, and simply refused to close 
the review process unless such statements are withdrawn. In addition, com- 
plex analysis, such as financial projections or valuations, may take a very long 
time for the staff to evaluate, One valuation in the 1990 proxy season took 
over ten weeks to clear. Nominally, this valuation could have been used after 
the ten-day window expired, but this would have risked informal SEC action. 
Informal retribution against cantankerous filters may also occur. Regular 
users of the proxy system report that they harbor significant concerns about 
earning ‘black marks’ with the staff, which will raise suspicions and thereby 
make it more difficult to clear materials in the future.ioJ 

The inherent fuzziness of the SEC’s rules and the difficulty of observing 
some aspects of market participant behavior arguably make the proxy rules a 
ripe arena for nuisance lawsuits. For example, it may be relatively easy to sue 
a protagonist for communicating with more than the allowed number of 
shareholders (ten) before filing the requisite Schedules 14A and 14B, because 
it is difficult for the defendant to prove he did not hold such conversations. 
Similarly, it may be relatively easy to sue over misleading statements in proxy 
materials, because pro.xy communications must contain relatively strong 
statements and sharp analyses if they are to be effective advocacy documents. 

“*A thorough discussion of the legal remedies available under Section 14, penalties, and case 
law is found in Hazen (19S5, pp. 296-335) and Clark (1986. pp. 357400). 

lo3The politics of enforcement have been observed by the author in several proxy contests, and 
also related by a series of prominent layers in private communicabons. Examples of early SEC 
efforts at informal political enforcement may be found in SEC (1938a). 

“‘Conversations between various proxy market participants and the author. 
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This uncertainty creates wide latitude for someone wishing to bring a tactical 
lawsuit. 

The courts have increased the expected costs associated with such suits by 
often siding with plaintiffs in lawsuits over misleading disclosure. In the 
process they have dispIayed an aggressively protectionist attitude toward 
information transmission in proxy contests, militating against the provision of 
sophisticated information to shareholders if it is potentially confusing. In 
early action enforcing the SEC’s post-1956 rules, the Second Circuit court 
said in 1956 that Congress did not mean that proxy contests are 

in the eyes of the law just as are political contests, with each side free to 
hurl charges with comparative un-restraint, the assumption being that 
the opposing side is then at liberty to refute and thus effectively deflate 
the ‘campaign oratory’ of its adversary.“’ 

The same court opined in a later case: 

While ‘corporations are not required to address their stockholders as if 
they were children in kindergarten’, Richland c. Cmndall, 262 F. Supp. 
538, 554 (S.D.N.Y, 1967J it is not sufficient that overtones might have 
been picked up by the sensitive antennae of investment analysts.“” 

It is difficult to quantify the costs that are created by the filing require- 
ments, the review process, and the potential for litigation. To develop a 
simple picture, I have canvassed a series of thirty proxy attorneys and proxy 
market protagonists and asked them to provide informed estimates of the 
cost of compliance. Specifically, I asked them to estimate what they would 
budget for legal expenses if they were planning several types of proxy 
initiatives against different-sized companies. Estimated costs vary with the 
specific activity in question, but are relatively large in each instance. In each 
example below, costs are those of complying with the SEC’s rules only. They 
do not include direct campaign costs, such as advertising fees, that wouId 
obtain regardless of the structure of the proxy rules. 

Consider first a dissident investor wishing to pursue a limited proxy 
initiative such as opposing a specific management proposal, or soliciting in 
favor of a shareholder proposal such as rescission of a poison pill plan. The 
proxy rules would require that the investor file a proxy statement and 
Schedule 14B and clear his single communication with the SEC staff. In 
addition there is the probability, which my sample of experts regarded as 
high, that the individual would be subject to at least one lawsuit by the target 

‘“‘Second Circuit Court (1956). This case is also analyzed in Loss (1988, p. 179). 

lo6Second Circuit Court (1973). The case is also analyzed in Loss (1988. p. 479). 
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company for breach of the proxy rules. 1My sample of proxy protagonists 
estimated that the investor should budget between $100,000 and $500,000 for 
legal fees in this instance, depending on the size of the company, the 
intensity with which the investor wished to pursue his objective, and the 
reputation of the target management for fighting. 

These costs may seem low, but against them must be weighed the relatively 
limited nature of the initiative and hence the limited expected gains from 
success. Suppose, for example, that such an initiative were being contem- 
plated by a 5% holder of a company with a market capitalization of $100 
million who thus had $5 million in holdings. The expected increase in value 
of the company resulting from the initiative would then have to be over 10% 
to cover the potential $500,000 of legal costs alone. Clearly, these costs will 
act as a deterrent to a wide range of relatively informal initiatives with low 
expected benefits, particularly at small companies. 

On the other end of the spectrum, consider the costs that might be 
expected in conjunction with a full-control proxy initiative to replace the 
entire board of a large corporation. Active shareholders who have pursued 
such initiatives report that a minimum legal budget falls between $1.5 and 
$3.5 million. This includes the costs of clearing multiple communications 
containing complex analysis; clearing a lengthy proxy statement; preparing 
and clearing Schedule 14Bs on a large number of parties who must communi- 
cate with shareholders, such as director candidates; and defending multiple 
lawsuits for violation of the proxy rules, which all canvassed individuals 
viewed as an inevitability. Canvassed parties noted that these compliance 
costs are largely fixed, and that they thus deter proxy activity not only when 
potential gains are low, but also very generally at smaller companies. At 
companies with market capitalizations under approximately $100 million, and 
at typical dissident ownership levels (e.g., 50/o), it is virtually impossible to 
capture enough gains from proxy activity to recoup the associated legal costs. 

Canvassed investors also argued that some costs of the proxy machinery 
cannot be measured in monetary terms. Several respondents argued, for 
example, that the SEC’s suspicion of sophisticated financial analyses and 
projections simply precluded their ability to provide certain kinds of informa- 
tion or make a convincing case about management strategies in certain 
contests. This lessens the likelihood that certain types of initiatives, whose 
outcome turns on these types of analyses, will be brought. In addition, it is 
difficult to quantify the costs that arise if a protagonist so provokes the SEC 
staff that all his subsequent proxy dealings receive special scrutiny. 

Finally, annual costs of proxy compliance are also high for incumbent 
managements and corporations. Uncontested annual meetings require the 
preparation of extensive proxy materials. including information on manage- 
ment compensation, director backgrounds, changes in corporate status, and 
any proposals to alter corporate structure or the corporate charter. Practi- 
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tioners report that these costs can run from S50,OOO for small corporations to 
millions of dollars for large corporations making significant new proposals in 
the annual proxy even without contested issues. 

8.2. The changing goals of proxy initiatires 

A century before the SEC was formed, sharehoIders often used their 
voting power to challenge management and influence corporate decision- 
making. Particularly widespread were incremental shareholder initiatives, 
aimed at questioning specific management policies or proposing alternatives. 
Such initiatives were pursued through informal means, such as special 
shareholder committees, negotiations, circulation of letters among sharehold- 
ers, and resolutions offered at shareholder meetings. Ayer (1863), for exam- 
ple, describes a series of cases in which shareholder committees were 
organized to question policies that appeared to constitute management 
self-dealing at New England corporations in the early and mid-1980s. In none 
of these cases did shareholders seek to gain control of, or representation on, 
the corporate board. 

Similar reports from this period are found in other sources as well. For 
example, on May 17, 1862, the New York Times reported that shareholders at 
the annual meeting of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad intro- 
duced a resolution requesting a fuller accounting of business activities.“’ 
Formal proxy contests for control are also observed in this early period. On 
April 3, 1860, the New York Times reported the defeat of an incumbent slate 
of directors, and commented: ‘ . . . it was believed that the progress of finan- 
cial disembarrassment under the late Board, a majority of whom held but a 
very small share of Stock interest, have been too slow for a property of such 
important productive capabilities.““’ 

At the turn of the century, shareholders often challenged policies such as 
mergers, consolidations, and corporate reorganizations, and took steps to 
protect minority rights against a majority owner. For example, in 1903, Talbot 
Taylor and Company solicited stockhoiders of the Southern Pacific Company, 
arguing that the directors were administering company affairs so as to favor 
the Union Pacific Railway, a large holder with representation on the South- 
ern Pacific B0ard.i” In 1907, a disgruntled minority shareholder group 
mounted an initiative to extract financial information from Bethelehem Steel, 
with a particular emphasis ‘upon the question of whether or not the earnings 
justify the policy of the management in cutting down the dividend on the 
preferred stock to three-quarters of one cent. Those who were in touch with 

“‘The New York Times (1862). 

““The New York Times (1560). 

“‘The New York Times (1903). 
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the matter yesterday looked forward to one of the liveliest fights that has 
occurred in a stockholders’ meeting for some months past.“” 

By the late 192Os, large proxy contests had become fully institutionalized, 
conducted through formal, coast-to-coast campaigns. Ten such contests were 
under way in April 1930, when the New York Times observed: ‘Opinion on 
Wall Street is that the livelier interest which stockholders are taking in their 
companies as exhibited by these disagreements is a good omen as to the 
progress of business.‘“’ 

The contests described by the Times show a remarkable diversity of 
objectives and tactics. At Freeport Texas Company, a stockholders’ commit- 
tee sought to impose more extensive disclosure requirements on manage- 
ment. At Youngstown Sheet and Tube, a stockholders’ committee was trying 
to thwart a merger with Bethlehem Steel. At the Chicago, Rock Island, and 
Pacific Railway, stockholders opposed a new bond issue. At Fox Film and 
Fox Theaters, Halsey Stuart and Co. mounted a campaign against Dillon 
Read over the right to provide financing to the corporation. Two contests 
involved competing reorganization plans for troubled companies. Only two 
proxy fights fit the characteristic mold of the 1980s with dissidents seeking to 
replace an existing board with a competing slate because of general inade- 
quacies in corporate strategy. 

The diversity of motives in proxy initiatives appears to have virtually 
disappeared by the early 1950s. By that time, formal proxy initiatives against 
relatively large firms were virtually always undertaken to gain control of, or at 
least representation on, the corporate board. Whetten (1963) and Karr (1956) 
document the motives and success of dissidents in a large sample of proxy 
contests from 1952 through 1962. Whetten’s sample shows that in virtually all 
contests the dissident sought representation on or control of the target firm’s 
board. Describing large contests from the 1950s Karr fails to document any 
undertaken for reasons other than board representation or control. 

Data from recent decades reveal the same pattern. Georgeson and Com- 
pany (1991) reports the goals of dissident investors in all formal proxy 
contests over the period 1984-1990, showing that in 56% of all recent 
contests dissidents sought control of the board. In another 30% of contests 
the goal was partial representation. Active solicitations for shareholder 
proposals were involved in only 6% of all contests, while opposition to 
management proposals was involved in an additional 6%. Two percent of all 
contests related to other matters, such as a management liquidation proposal 
or decision to sell the company. 

These data suggest that the post-1956 proxy rules have erected costs that 
deter shareholders from using the system for relatively informal initiatives to 

““The New York Times (1902). 

“‘The New York Times (1930). 
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gain incremental changes in corporate structure or policy. Rather, the costs 
of mounting an initiative have become high enough that proxy activity is 

profitable for investors only when their goals include a major restructuring or 
control change. 

The apparent disappearance of incremental proxy initiatives is doubly 
dramatic when considered alongside the rise of modern hostile tender offers, 
which began in the mid-1950s. I’* Takeovers offered an efficient alternative 
means for investors to pursue control initiatives. The rise of the takeover 
mechanism could thus be predicted, on its own, to lead to a decrease in the 
frequency of control-oriented proxy initiatives. This would leave the proxy 
arena dominated by less ambitious, informal initiatives. Such a shift did not 
occur, however. 

Finally, the rarity of one specific type of proxy contest in the post-rules 
period deserves particular mention. That is challenges by outside sharehold- 
ers aimed at turning back new management proposals. Such challenges are 
particularly important in limiting the power of management to set the 
corporate agenda. Yet Georgeson (1991) reports that such solicitations 
accounted for only 6% of all contests in the period 1984-1990. The reason is 
not just cost, but more importantly, timing. The requirement that dissidents 
submit materials to the SEC for a ten-day review leaves shareholders little 
chance to conduct a countersolicitation between the time when management’s 
proxy materials become public and the date of the annual meeting, a period 
that seldom exceeds three weeks. 

8.3. The proxy rules and the market for private information 

As they evolved, the proxy rules created ever-higher barriers to transmis- 
sion of information by proxy market protagonists. Before 1956, onIy active 
protagonists in the proxy arena were constrained by these barriers. After 
1956, private information providers not formahy engaged in solicitation were 
also affected. Historical evidence suggests a significant decrease in the 
quantity of information available in the voting marketplace after 1956, from 
both soliciting parties and nonaligned information providers. 

Before 1956, large proxy contests were marked by a virtual flood of 
information from both dissidents and management. Much of this information 
was detailed and analytical. It was .also typically forward-looking. The 
archetype of the pre-1956 era was Robert Young’s campaign for control of 
the New York Central. In that campaign, 272 written statements and adver- 

“‘Henderson and Carter (1967) document eight cash tender offers for NYSE and ASE 
corporations in 1960. Austin and Fishman present data on cash interfirm tender offers beginning 
in 1956. They show that the frequency of such offers rose dramatically at the end of that decade, 
and identify 1956 as the first year they found evidence of interfirm (as opposed to intrafirm) 
offers. 
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tisements were prepared by the two sides.‘13 The adversaries took out over 
40 ads, each offering detailed commentary and analysis, in the New York 
Times alone. Both sides’ materials were filled with facts and prognostications 
about how the railroad should be run. Both sides made explicit pledges, for 
example, about dividend levels in three to five years. Young provided 
extensive, detailed information about the operating and cost structure of the 
Central, compared with its industry peers. Some of Young’s ads ran to 
thousands of words and contained detailed numerical analyses and forecasts 
of operating and financial performance.” 

After 1956, a significant change is observed. In the two years after the 1956 
revisions, no major campaign used full-page newspaper ads, presumably 
because strategists had not developed techniques necessary to clear them in a 
timely fashion as now required by the SEC. ‘I5 Ads resurfaced shortly there- 
after, but were significantly fewer in number and have remained so up to 
1991. Similarly, there is a much smaller number of total communications, 
such as ‘fight letters’ and press releases, in modem campaigns.l16 

The content of communications also shifted markedly after 1956. Messages 
are much simpler. Consistent with the SEC’s mandates about opinion, 
unsupported charges, and misleading predictions, few communications in 
modern campaigns have gone beyond simple analyses of historical accounting 
and stock performance. Indeed, two recent studies show that in proxy 
contests in the 1970s and 198Os, information was largely limited to simple 
discussions of historical accounting performance.“’ 

The 1956 amendments also appear to have caused a significant change in 
the availability of private information about voting issues from nonaligned 
parties. Before 1956, prominent investment analysts, such as Value Line, 
regularly issued highly public opinions on proxy contests. Value Line’s 
recommendation on the New York Central contest, for example, was used in 
Robert Young’s campaign advertisements.“’ Many other private market 
participants offered public opinions and recommendations, including newspa- 
pers and investment clubs. In the New York Central campaign, the town of 
Akron, Ohio, whose treasury owned eleven shares of New York Central 
stock, publicly declared its support for the challenger Robert Young.L’9 

‘13Reported in Coffin (1955, p. 92). 

“‘Research by the author using the New York Times, January-June (1955). 

l’s1 used Whetten’s (1963) sample of proxy contests in the pre- and post-1956 period and 
searched major periodicals for advertisements. 

‘n’Statistics compiled by the author. 

“‘For academic research documenting these trends in the modern era, see DeAngelo and 
DeAngelo (1989) and DeAngelo (1988). 

‘18The New York Times Index (1955$. 

““See Karr (1956, o. 119). 
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After 1956, these practices changed. The SEC initiated a series of enforce- 
ment actions against private individuals who broadcast their opinions in 
proxy contests. I*’ This stance has been maintained. In 1989, for example, the 
United Shareholders Association, a shareholders’ rights group, issued a press 
release supporting a shareholder proposal brought at the Pittston Company 
by the United Mine Workers. It was warned by the SEC that a repeat of this 
action would be viewed as a breach of the proxy rules.‘*’ A few voting 
advisers have operated in recent years under an exemption that allows 
registered investment advisers to make voting recommendations to their 
subscription clients. But all such groups have received explicit warnings 
against circulating their analyses more widely.lz2 

A final and important kind of information provision that has be&me rare 
since 1956 is informal communications between large shareholders and other 
outside shareholders designed to raise questions about corporate policy. Such 
communications arguably represent the best, least-cost way for large share- 
holders to influence corporate strategy. Before 1956, they were common. For 
example, Robert Young lobbied the management and shareholders of the 
New York Central for specific changes in corporate policy for several years 
before his 1954 proxy challenge, using such tools as full-page newspaper ads 
to get his message across. lz3 Under the 1956 amendments, such communica- 
tions constitute solicitation, and themselves thus invoke the machinery of 
proxy regulation. 

9. The present and the future 

The SEC’s proxy rules began in 1935 as a series of minimal disclosure 
requirements, and a prohibition against fraudulent statements, that applied 
to materials asking shareholders directly for their vote. Over time, the rules 
grew into a pervasive web governing both communication and voting behav- 
ior. By 1956, the rules specified extensive disclosure requirements, including 
specific rules for any dissident shareholder wishing to challenge management; 
required preregistration and SEC review of all communications in the voting 
arena; and discouraged communications that were contentious, analytical, 
sophisticated, and forward-looking. In addition, by 1956 the rules proscribed 
many types of soliciting behavior, including solicitation of blank-check prox- 

“‘Citations of relevant case law may be found in Hazen (1985, pp. 266-331) and LOSS (1988, 
pp. 449-497). 

“‘Private communication with the author. 

““Private communication between the author and the directors of these groups. 

‘%ee Karr (1956, pp. 9-40). 
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ies, and mandated that certain types of shareholder proposals must be 
included in the management proxy at corporate expense. 

In the past decade, the state of proxy regulation and the incentives it 
creates have become more important issues, both because of increased 
regulation of other corporate control mechanisms and because of recent 
changes in the structure of the public equity market. Heightened tender-offer 
regulation has increased the cost of pure acquisition-based control initiatives, 
thereby elevating the importance of the proxy system as an oversight device.12’ 
Concurrently, corporate ownership has become more concentrated; pension 
funds and professional investment managers now typically hold at least 
one-third, and often two-thirds, of all shares”’ in Fortune 500 companies. 
These shifts favor a private solution to the collective choice problems 
afflicting voting. With majority ownership of major corporations concentrated 
in 50 or 100 highly informed institutions, and with other means of exerting 
oversight and altering control rendered costly or tactically infeasible, inter- 
mediaries should turn with increasing frequency to the voting system as a 
means lo monitor management. In the absence of restrictive pro,xy rules, 
concentrated institutional ownership would mean that small-group and ‘com- 
mittee’ dynamics could potentially replace mass communication with un- 
known owners, and shareholders could thus engage in long-term. informed 
oversight. 

For the past 35 years, the system of proxy regulation has forbidden the sort 
of informed, coordinated, yet informal activity that would otherwise be 
pursued by institutional investors. An institution might, for example, wish to 
determine whether an informal institutional coalition could be formed to 
pressure management to alter the structure of the board. Yet communicating 
about this possibility, let alone forming such a coalition, has mandated a 
full-fledged filing process, and thus imposes large costs. Some institutions 
might simply like to canvas their peers about specific management voting 
proposals, such as antitakeover amendments or executive compensation 
proposals. Yet the proxy rules have prohibited even telephoning more than 
ten other institutions to discuss such matters. 

In short, changes in ownership structure and communications technology 
have created the potential to solve the collective choice problem that has 
plagued corporate voting for over a century, and that originally motivated 
proxy regulation. But the regulatory structure has prevented these forces 
from operating. Deterring active communication about voting issues and 
coordinated, informal action, the rules have enforced a regime in which each 
institutional shareholder has been forced to act as if its peers did not exist. 

““For a survey of new deterrents on the state level, see Investor Responsibilir); Research 
Center (1991). 

‘?ee Light (1989), Gilson and Kraakman (1991). 
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The regulations have thus not only failed to solve the collective choice 
problem in voting, but have constituted an obstacle to natural market forces 
that could bring a solution. 

Why has the system of proxy regulation survived, given its clear costs and 
its potential conflict with first-amendment dictates? Several answers are 
possible. One stems from a standard interest-group capture analysis. The 
current proxy system can be argued to be of net benefit to management, 
which must absorb the costs associated with routine proxy rule compliance 
but is afforded significant protection from organized shareholder oversight. It 
is possible that management groups are more organized and easier to 
organize than shareholders, and thus have dominated the political process 
that governs the SEC. 

Regulatory reform has not been the only route open to shareholders 
wishing to challenge the proxy rules. It is also possible that the rules could 
have been changed through direct legal challenge by individual shareholders 
in specific proxy initiatives. Courts have been relatively vigorous in upholding 
the right of the SEC to act as an information referee in the proxy arena, 
however, which decreases the incentives to challenge the rules directly. 
Moreover, a clear free-rider problem exists. Any potential litigant would have 
to absorb the full costs associated with challenging the current regime - in- 
cluding potential informal retribution from the SEC - while obtaining only a 
fraction of the benefits. 

As of June 1991, there is some preliminary evidence that these broad 
political and legal forces - and the proxy rule equilibrium that has accompa- 
nied them - may be eroding. The apparent cause of this change is the 
increased size and political power of public pension funds. Since the mid- 
1980s major public employee retirement funds, including those in California, 
Wisconsin, New York, and New Jersey, have taken an increasingly active role 
in corporate governance. These funds, whose beneficiaries are millions of 
state employees, may represent a new force in the political marketplace, 
wielding significant political clout while retaining some apparent indepen- 
dence from management and corporate interests. One target of their activism 
has been the federal proxy rules. In 1989, the California Public Employees’ 
Retirement System (Cal PERS) petitioned the SEC for a wide-ranging review 
of the proxy rules, including their effects on the ability of shareholders to 
communicate freely about corporate voting decisions and broad corporate 
policy. 126 The Cal PERS petition was supported by a variety of other groups, 
including the United Shareholders Association (a shareholders’ rights group 

established by T. Boone Pickins in 1986).“’ 

‘26Han~on (1989). 

‘27USA Petition: See Whitworth (1990). Other submissions are on public file with the Office of 
Tender Offers, Division of corporation Finance, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, 450 
5th Street N.W., Washington, DC. 
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As a consequence of these efforts, the SEC conducted a two-year-long 
review of the proxy rules. In June 1991. the agency released for comment the 
first of what it stated will be a series of proposed changes.i”s The proposed 
changes do not constitute a radical rollback of the regulatory system. But 
they do significantly relax the rules in ways that would strengthen the ability 
of shareholders to communicate about voting issues, enable dissidents and 
management to transmit more information in proxy contests, and begin to 
re-create the market for private information about voting issues. 

There are three proposed key changes. The first would allow all market 
participants - shareholders and nonshareholders - to communicate freely 
about voting issues, so long as they do not have a direct economic interest in 
the outcome of the vote. A direct economic interest would be defined to exist 
only if the individual in question had direct ties to a soliciting party, was 
himself a soliciting party, or stood to gain disproportionate benefits from a 
specific voting outcome. Individuals without such ties would be free to issue 
analyses, lobby other shareholders, and express opinions, without being 
judged to be soliciting, and hence without having to satisfy any of the 
requirements contained in Section 14 except Rule 14A-9, the antifraud 
provision.‘29 

The second key change would apply to communications in proxy contests. 
Staff review and preclearance would continue for initial proxy statements. 
But under the new rules, all subsequent communications - including fight 
letters, advertisements, and press releases - could be filed at the time of 
distribution, in final form. In addition, the new rules would make initial proxy 
statement filings public rather than confidential. While staff review would 
continue for these documents, thus, the power of the SEC to secure changes 
would be mitigated by outside public monitoring.‘30 

Under the third proposed change, all public companies would have to 
provide any shareholder with a shareholder list on request, to facilitate 
communication between holders. This change would modify the existing Rule 
14A-7, which currently requires that the corporation must either provide a 
shareholder list or act as an intermediary by distributing a shareholder’s 
communications to other shareholders at that shareholder’s cost.‘31 The 
proposed change would mandate that shareholders be allowed to know who 
their fellow shareholders are, and that they thus be able to communicate 
directly, rather than using the (sometimes recalcitrant) company as a forward- 
ing mechanism. I32 The latter, traditional approach has offered companies a 

‘?xC (1991). 

?EC (1991, pp. l-5). 

‘30SEC (1991. pp. l-5). 

13’The current Rule l?A-7 is described in Clark (1986, pp. 370-371). 

‘3”SEC (1991. pp. l-3). 
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degree of latitude to impose delay or charge unreasonably high costs for 
distribution. 

These changes would not eradicate all of the deterrents the proxy rules 
have created to informal, low-cost shareholder oversight. The stringent 
antifraud provision contained in Rule 14A-9, and the inevitable likelihood of 
nuisance litigation. would remain perhaps the strongest deterrents to ac- 
tivism. Similarly, the requirement that anyone wishing to solicit proxies must 
file a proxy statement and satisfy all the disclosure requirements contained in 
Schedules 14A and 14B leaves many of the costs associated with any type of 
formal initiative intact. 

Several specific and significant channels are opened up by the proposed 
revisions, however. First, allowing ‘disinterested’ parties to express opinions 
and lobby sharehoIders about voting issues couId essentiahy restore the 
potential for a large private information market to operate about voting 
issues. Such a market has been effectively precluded under the old rules’ 
definition of solicitation. Under the proposed rules, voting advisers could 
issue and circulate voting recommendations; shareholders could hold discus- 
sions with one another; and agents could establish information exchanges 
that serve as clearinghouses for a variety of opinions. Such communications 
would create the potential for greatly improved monitoring even in the 
absence of formal dissident solicitations. 

In addition, and perhaps most importantly, under the new rules sharehold- 
ers would be able to effectively countersolicit against any proposal - manage- 
ment or dissident - without registration. This could be done simply by 
engaging in mass communications warning investors not to support a particu- 
lar proposal. So long as the communicating party did not actually ask to 
collect proxy votes, such communications would be permissible. If the goal is 
simply to oppose a proposed action, solicitation of proxies should not be 
necessary for such communications to have an impact. The rules would thus 
reduce the power of any soliciting party - management or dissident - to set 
a self-interested voting agenda without inspiring active opposition. 

An additional benefit would follow from the elimination of prefiling 
requirements for follow-on communications by soliciting parties. This change 
would not greatly reduce the costs of formal proxy initiatives, but it would 
remove much of the absolute barrier to the transmission of certain types of 
contentious, sophisticated, or analytical information. Under the new rules, 
soliciting parties would still have to state their case in their initial proxy 
statement. But both sides would then be free to craft further, unregulated 
communications. Under the proposed new rule, it is thus likely that the proxy 
statement would become a pure rule-satisfying disclosure vehicle that sets 
forth the information required under Schedule 14A in bare-bones form. Both 
sides’ substantive arguments would be made in follow-on materials whose 
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content, form, and tone would be free from government requirements or 
review. 

The proposed changes in the proxy rules constitute a potentially important 
reversal of the trends that have ruled in the proxy arena. If ultimately 
adopted by the SEC, they would constitute a rollback of power and authority, 
and apparently reflect a shift in the political equilibrium that governs the 
SEC’s rule-making process. It remains to be seen whether these changes 
survive through public comment, review, promulgation, and implementation, 
or whether business interests will seek to block them. Similarly, it remains to 
be seen whether further reform proposals follow, as the SEC has promised 
will occur. Nevertheless, the mere proposal of these changes suggests that we 
may be on the eve of a significant shift in the political economy of share- 
holder oversight, brought about largely through the efforts of major public 
pension funds. It is possible (although still far from certain) that more 
significant changes will occur in the voting process in the coming decade than 
have occurred at any time in the past 35 years. 
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